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24.06.001 June 2024 
Report No. Module Defect Reported 

219 ACTIVITY SETUP Corrected the issue where “breaks travel” did not display as ticked after saving and reopening the activity record. 

207 
BULK PRICE 
UPDATE 

Corrected issue where date format displayed incorrectly in bulk price update 

237 
BULK PRICE 
UPDATE 

Added “is backup done" message to bulk price update and added bill unit filter 

241 CHSP 
Corrected issue where rerunning a report for the same period recreated the entire upload if a new service had been 
added to the period 

DTV-131 CONFIGURATION Corrected Issue: The communication group continues to display even after expiration. 

DTV-119 CONFIGURATION Corrected issues while attempting to save when adding a new case management activity. 

DTV-118 CONFIGURATION
  

Corrected issue while trying to save when adding a new service 

209 CONFIGURATION 
Added ability to create an unlimited number of vaccination types to support user-defined vaccination types in new 
recipient module clinical record 

DTV-101 DAYMANAGER Adjusted Daymanager to allow saving of individual column widths 

DTV-134 DAYMANAGER Corrected Issue: Unable to save Service Details when attempting to enable the "publish to mobile app" checkbox in an 
existing service 

201 DAYMANAGER Corrected issue where unallocated a service and selecting not to create leave caused an incorrect message to display 

202 DAYMANAGER 
Corrected an issue where cancelling a shift followed by opening a roster generated an award warning and caused 
daymanager to not exit properly. 

206 DAYMANAGER 
The cancellation wizard has been altered, so if the user manually chooses any cancellation code not registered as no 
notice or short notice code for the program, then the wizard defaults to with notice profile. 

208 DAYMANAGER 
Cancellation has been adjusted to maintain service settings/groups in cancellation service, so cancellations are 
displayed against the originating group in the group/centre or transports. 

210 DAYMANAGER 
Altered to allow exclusion from break check for sleepovers by setting special shift type to sleepover in activity 
configuration 

220 DAYMANAGER Updated add new attendee and view group all up/this timeslot forms to new UI standard 

221 DAYMANAGER 
Corrected the issue where changing day time to date outside the displayed date range caused multiple messages and 
did not complete 
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Report No. Module Defect Reported 

236 DAYMANAGER 
Adjusted service details form to correct the issue where the default mobility code from the client was not displaying in 
detail. 

230 DEX Adjusted dex report to prevent missing client code against group lines 

229 
HCP BALANCE 
EDIT 

Added file export and checkbox to include or exclude column headers in the export 

213 INCIDENTS Corrected issue where ongoing notes did not print 

DTV-147 INVOICING Corrected Issue: The address size is incorrect when inserting the invoice into a window envelope. 

240 JOBSHEET Corrected issue where job sheets printed staff address and phone 

211 MAIN MENU 
Corrected issue where saving document template caused display issue on editing and then immediately opening the 
template afterwards 

216 
MTA 
DASHBOARD 

Adjusted shiftreport flag to display as green tickbox instead of red flag 

217 
MTA 
DASHBOARD 

Added ability for MTA dashboard to use the default app, not a category, to determine the existence of shift report 

223 
MTA 
DASHBOARD 

Added a new default email template from the MTA dashboard 

239 
MTA 
DASHBOARD 

Added options to allow shift reports to be set to viewable or not per user 

234 
PUBLISH 
ROSTERS 

Adjusted roster publishing to prevent info-only activities from being converted into leave activities 

DTV-120 PURCHASE 
ORDER 

Corrected Issue where order details and special instructions are not transferring to the printed version correctly 

204 
PURCHASE 
ORDERS 

Adjusted data entry so items flagged as item/service bill unit automatically force qty supplied to 1 

205 
PURCHASE 
ORDERS 

Adjusted po job sheet print to resolve minor formatting issues 

DTV-126 RECIPIENTS Corrected the issue where Saving the clinical note functions properly, but the text is not displayed as intended. 

DTV-096 RECIPIENTS Corrected Issue where the back arrow does not work after adding a new recipient 

203 RECIPIENTS 
Adjusted email subject for emailed rosters and recipient summary sheets to generic wording -  “Please see attached as 
requested". 

212 RECIPIENTS Quote/budget: adjusted GST to allow four decimal places per line item 

215 RECIPIENTS Added new front screen alert dashboard to recipients module 

232 RECIPIENTS Corrected the issue where ID labels did not print and gave an error message 
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Report No. Module Defect Reported 

242 RECIPIENTS 
Corrected intermittent issue where the user could not exit from the quote screen when opening a quote and 
immediately trying to exit 

DTV-150 RECIPIENTS2 Corrected the issue where an error occurred when printing recipient information from the care plan section. 

DTV-149 RECIPIENTS2 Corrected Issue: When reinstating, the modal popup has blocked buttons. 

DTV-148 RECIPIENTS2 Corrected Issue: When suspending, the modal popup has blocked buttons 

DTV-142 RECIPIENTS2 Corrected Issue where changing carer status in the personal tab did not save. 

DTV-139 RECIPIENTS2 Corrected an issue where an error occurred when adding contact information for other parties. 

DTV-138 RECIPIENTS2 Corrected Issue: The text is truncated when a reminder is added. 

DTV-135 RECIPIENTS2 Corrected Issue: A visual glitch exists when writing up case notes or OP notes through the admin interface. 

DTV-133 RECIPIENTS2 Corrected Issues when encountering an error while attempting to edit a medical diagnosis. 

DTV-132 RECIPIENTS2 Corrected Issue: In Recipients v2, the 'Exclude from MDS' checkbox is not present. 

DTV-129 RECIPIENTS2 Corrected Issue; Unable to add a contact in the personal tab of recipients. 

DTV-128 RECIPIENTS2 Corrected Issue: The modal UI marking a client as deceased appears to be an older version. 

DTV-127 RECIPIENTS2 Correct issue where the collapse all button in every tab doesn’t seem to work 

DTV-125 RECIPIENTS2 Corrected visual error in the clinical section when adding a clinical alert. 

DTV-124 RECIPIENTS2 Corrected Issue where when saving a new case note, clicking "No" in the spellcheck does not respond 

DTV-123 RECIPIENTS2 Corrected Issue where the save button in case notes is truncated or cut off. 

DTV-122 RECIPIENTS2 Corrected the issue where attempting to save changes in the profile tab did not work in the accounting tab. 

DTV-112 RECIPIENTS2 Corrected Issue where the user interface in the incidents section appears outdated. 

DTV-111 RECIPIENTS2 Corrected cosmetic display issue when saving the incident. 

DTV-110 RECIPIENTS2 Corrected Issue in the loans section when selecting a program. 

DTV-107 RECIPIENTS2 Corrected the issue where, when adding an incident, the gender information is not transferring correctly. 

DTV-106 RECIPIENTS2 Corrected Issue where no groups are available in the dropdown for other contacts, but they are present for next of kin. 

DTV-104 RECIPIENTS2 Corrected visual error when adding a contact in the personal tab. 

DTV-103 RECIPIENTS2 Corrected Issue where navigating to a client when not in the personal tab, then navigating to the personal TAB displays 
the previously accessed recipient name and notes 

DTV-099 RECIPIENTS2 Corrected Issue where unable to add a health condition. 

DTV-098 RECIPIENTS2 Corrected Issue: There is a visual error in the clinical tab when adding health conditions. 

DTV-091 RECIPIENTS2 Corrected an issue where the feature for marking a deceased client was not functioning correctly. 

224 REMINDERS Corrected daily reminder filter not working 

DTV-154 REPORTS Corrected the Issue where the HR note categories differ when viewing HR Notes reports in the HR Reports section. 

225 REPORTS Added loan item notes to user-defined staff reports as a selectable field 

226 REPORTS Added follow-up email address as a selectable field in user-defined reports 
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Report No. Module Defect Reported 

227 REPORTS Corrected the issue where services in the period report did not reset after the initial running 

235 REPORTS Adjusted recipient listing to correct a formatting error with overwriting if selected to display recipient code 

238 REPORTS Adjusted staff user-defined reports field name category to service region/main category. 

243 REPORTS 
HR notes added privacy enforcement to the HR notes report, which was already implemented in the HR notes profile in 
the staff record. 

245 REPORTS Adjusted user custom SQL reports to allow multiple where conditions (e.g. SHIFTS NOT COMPLETED) 

DTV-117 ROSTERS Corrected Issue where the arrows next to selected staff members are not functioning correctly 

231 ROSTERS Corrected issue where lock day/time on shift was not enforced in month diary view 

DTV-137 STAFF Corrected Issue: cancelling staff leave cancels it in the profile, but it still appears active in the day manager. 

DTV-136 STAFF Corrected the Issue of encountering an error when attempting to edit staff leave. 

DTV-116 STAFF Corrected the Issue where the print history feature is not functioning correctly. 

DTV-115 STAFF Corrected Issue: The text box in position history and other information is truncated or cut off. 

DTV-114 STAFF Corrected Issue where users were unable to add informal attributes. 

DTV-113 STAFF Corrected the Issue where the print button did not respond 

200 STAFF Other info on staff - the corrected issue where the initial opening of staff does not populate other info - notes 

214 STAFF Corrected the issue where you could not put leave in if a cancelled leave application existed in the date range 

218 STAFF Adjusted staff record user permissions to only allow access to right-click admin menu for level 4 access users 

222 STAFF Corrected issue with staff module permissions 

233 STAFF 
Adjusted staff leave to allow alteration of notes even if leave started and allowed cancellation for system 
administrators. 

228 TIMESHEET Adjusted recipient view to filter out inactive recipients when scrolling through clients 

244 
TRAVEL 
INTERPRETER 

The updated user interface of the travel interpreter screen 

246 
TRAVEL 
INTERPRETER 

Corrected wrong pay type issue in newly added charge travel to base for NDIA option 

 

 

 

 


